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MD Philip Harper! A sequel to Destination
Moon and picking up where the previous
piece left off in its Tintin inspired musical
adventures, the piece played very much to
Cory’s strengths, proving to be a dazzling
sonic spectacular and a brilliant vehicle for the
remarkable textural transparency, atmosphere
and individual flair that is so typical of the
band. Having finished fourth on the set test the
previous day, Explorers on the Moon was to
be the decider for Cory as the band’s stunning
performance proved instrumental in propelling
the band to overall victory for the seventh time
in its history.
Tom Davoren’s Valaisia Variants was another
Gala Concert première. Played with relish by
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Wardle Academy Youth Band
Paris Brass Band under its charismatic MD
Florent Didier has been one of the rising stars
of European banding in recent years and the
band’s own choice test of Philip Sparke’s Music
Band
of the Spheres proved to be anCory
inspired
one
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year’s Championships in Lithuania.
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the Norwegian National Championships for
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alchemy in conjuring up performances of
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In the composer’s own words, “How many
musical eras have we seen? To what extent

has the brass band world evolved to changing
styles? Should we be content with staying in
our comfort zone or look to be more original?
Is that the right question? What direction
could we be taking? What can we do to enrich
the repertoire?”
Cast in three continuous movements, the
title of Dear Cassandra is drawn from Greek
mythology. Cassandra predicted the arrival of
the Trojan horse and the composer describes
his piece as a “true open mail to soothsayers”
and an attempt to “interrogate through the
music and the compositional process the
future direction brass band music might or
might not take”.
What emerged was a tour de force of a test
piece. A rapidly shifting canvas of oscillating
moods and stylistic and thematic inferences
ranging from John Golland to Pink Floyd and
Pergolesi that demanded every ounce of skill
from the respective MDs in steering a cohesive
path through its 18 minute duration.
For the players, sheer stamina was to be a key
factor, although the extreme demands placed
on soloists and the limpid delicacy and subtle
array of colours and textural nuance called for
in sections such as ‘High Hopes’ were to allow
the leading bands to conjure with magical
atmospheres that made a clear impression on

the audience in an auditorium with a natural,
ringingly clear acoustic that is eminently
suited to the kind of forensic listening that the
bands’ performances are subjected to by both
listeners and adjudicators alike.
CD 1 opens in celebratory fashion with Damien
Lagger’s Euroflash, one of no less than three
première performances given during the
course of the Gala Concert that preceded the
results ceremony. Played with bracing brio
by Valaisia Brass Band under Arsène Duc,
the vividly exciting fanfares that frame the
contrasting lyricism at the work’s heart made
for a fabulous concert opener.
At Friday’s Opening Ceremony there had been
gasps from the assembled guests when the
draw for the set test revealed that four of the
leading bands in contention, Paris Brass Band,
Eikanger-Bjørsvik, Cory and Valaisia would be
the last four bands to take to the stage.

Eikanger-Bjørsvik Musikklag

Track 2 transports us to the Championship
Section set test and Eikanger-Bjørsvik
Musikklag. Playing at number 11, the band’s
intent was stamped on Dear Cassandra from
the start, as Ingar H. Bergby and his team
delivered a reading of magnificent cohesion
and detail that bristled with character and
startling virtuosity. Also laced with playing
of consummate artistry by the band’s
soloists, Eikanger’s performance emerged
as something very special indeed, putting
the Norwegians in prime position going into
Saturday’s own choice leg.
One week before the contest itself, the
European Youth Brass Band convened for
its annual course under the direction of
Bertrand Moren. In its toe tapping, jazzy style,
replete with a sterling contribution from the
band’s cornet section, EYBB’s performance
of Virtuose Kumpane given at the Farewell
Concert could hardly be a finer demonstration
of the musical spirit and camaraderie that
exists amongst the young players drawn from
the EBBA member countries.
Saturday morning’s Challenge Section contest
had seen Germany’s Brass Band Regensburg
take the title under English MD Dave Lea. The
band’s performance of the set test, Mario
Bürki’s Terezín got to the emotional core of a
score that paints vivid pictures of the fortress

that inspired the music, a building with a
dark history in its later use as a prison and
Nazi concentration camp. That darkness was
finely captured in a winning performance that
bristled with drama.

Brass Band Regensburg
Back to the Gala Concert and a touch of Duke
Ellington in It don’t mean a thing. Soloist
Patrick Ottiger, one of Switzerland’s finest
freelance trumpet players and long serving
soprano cornet player with Brass Band
Bürgermusik Luzern wowed the audience with
this adrenalin fuelled rendition that forms a
dramatic contrast with Valaisia’s apt choice of
excerpts from Stravinsky’s The Firebird, the
finale of which is here captured as a radiant
paean of praise.
CD 1 concludes with Brass Band Bürgermusik
Luzern’s own choice test piece, Paul
McGhee’s fascinating King Kong on Rue
Igor-Stravinsky. Although paying tribute to
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remarkable textural transparency, atmosphere
and individual flair that is so typical of the
band. Having finished fourth on the set test the
previous day, Explorers on the Moon was to
be the decider for Cory as the band’s stunning
performance proved instrumental in propelling
the band to overall victory for the seventh time
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